
Contour Classic
The most flexible platform available for a transport trolley.

Key Benefits

Customisable design: Choose from a variety of 
dropside options and electric or hydraulic 
versions available.
Effortless control: Sit and position your patient 
comfortably and then raise them to the desired 
work height with the touch of a button.
Supercharged: Keep things moving with long-
life, cordless, fast-charge battery packs that work 
all day.
Custom quality: Manufactured in Australia with 
speed, quality, and care, plus customisation 
capability.
Longest warranty: Peace of mind with a 
lifetime of local support, easy maintenance, and 
fast guaranteed parts.

Application

Ideal for Day Surgery, Recovery, Transit Lounge 
& Cardiac.

Why Buy?
The most flexible platform of all our trolley range. 
The twin column design allows for multiple height 
range choices - build in low heights for patient 
egress care or high heights for better surgeon 
access and less strain during procedures.
Tailor make the Contour Classic with shorter, longer, 
narrower and wider top sizes and select from a 
range of dropside styles to suit specialised 
procedures or the patient type you are working 
with. To simply put it, there is a high level of 
customisation possible with many accessory 
mounting options and solutions.
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Contour Classic
Hydraulic option
Non-powered, manually operated trolley 
option.

In some cases, such as small or remote 
facilities, or large high pressure 
departments, hydraulically operated 
trolleys may be more beneficial, with 
simple mechanical servicing and without 
the requirement of regular charging or 
power cords.

Ultra-low height
Very safe and easy for patients to get on 
and off. The 400mm low platform height 
of this table takes away the requirement 
to use step stools or unnecessary heavy 
lifting. Sit and position your patient 
comfortably and then raise them to the 
desired work height with the touch of a 
button.

Excellent high height
Preserve your back and raise a patient up 
to your best working height. Lifting the 
platform height up to 830mm (plus an 
extra 100mm for the mattress pad 
thickness), helps you to examine and 
treat your patient without having to 
stoop over, ensuring easy access and 
less stress. The backrest travels from 0 to 
85 degrees with emergency CPR quick 
release.

Head and foot tilt
A generous 15 degrees top tilt both 
directions. Position a patient how you 
need them or quickly lower their head 
down (and feet up) in an emergency.

Easy customisation
Increase top width, change colours, 
mattress and dropside styles. Whether it 
is a specialised medical clinic or a 
department in a large hospital, every 
single customer has their own unique 
requirements to be able to function 
safely and efficiently. This stretcher has a 
longer, 7 riser PVC upgrade dropside.

Specifications

Overall Size: 2135 x 815mm (705mm narrow & 
965mm wide options).
Patient Surface: 1900 x 680mm (570mm narrow 
& 830mm wide options).
Electric Height Ranges: 440 - 810mm (std) up 
to 540 - 910mm.
Hydraulic Height Range: 525 - 850mm.
SWL: 300kg.
Castor Size: 200mm castors and Ezi-Trak 5th 
wheel steering.
Electric Package Includes: 100mm premia 
mattress, folding IV, vertical oxy, dropdown 
footboard, drop down push handles, 2nd 
handset & USB port.
Hydraulic Package Includes: 100mm premia 
mattress, folding IV, vertical oxy, dropdown 
footboard & drop down push handles.

Product Code
Electric - MPT-C-CE-P
Hydraulic - MPT-C-CH-P
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